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Appendix E

Writing Fortran/C Models

In this Chapter we are going to describe how to write Fortran and C models. We are going to do this primarily for Fortran and we will briefly discuss how to do this in C. Obviously, if you are going to write Fortran or C models to be used by this system, then you must have Fortran and C installed on your system. If this is not the case, there will be nothing of use to you in this Chapter. First, there are two different types of models used in the Ascii packages, one's that marginalize out the amplitudes and those that do not. Conceptually, those that do not marginalize out the amplitudes are easiest to understand. Let's suppose the data are a simple exponential decaying data set that contains a constant offset. The signal equation, \( S(t_i) \) for this data would be simple

\[
d_i = S(t_i) + \sigma_i \quad \text{(E.1)}
\]

\[
S(t_i) = M_\infty + (M_0 - M_\infty) \exp\{-\alpha t_i\} \quad \text{(E.2)}
\]

where this model is written as an inversion recovery model: \( M_0 \) is the amplitude at time \( t = 0 \), \( M_\infty \) is the amplitude at time \( t = \infty \) and \( \alpha \) is the decay rate constant. For a single exponential model, the data, the \( d_i \), are a single column of numbers. Similarly, that abscissa, the \( t_i \), are also a single column of numbers. Finally, there are three parameters \( M_0, M_\infty \) and \( \alpha \) that Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations must estimate.

E.1 Model Subroutines, No Marginalization

The system model, system models are models which ship with the software, which implements a single exponential plus a constant with no marginalization is the ExpOneConst_NoMarg.f model. Figure E.1 is a copy of ExpOneConst_NoMarg.f without most of the comments. These were stripped out for no other reason that to make the code fit on a single page. Lines 01 through 12 are the interface to the model subroutines. This interface is exactly the same for every model and we will describe what each of these parameters are shortly. Lines 13 through 25 are the Fortran declarations for the interface, the arguments on the call list, and as such are generally things you should not change. Finally, Lines 27 through 36 are the lines of code written by me to implement the single exponential plus a constant model. Lines 30 to 32 pull out the three parameters of interest and place them in temporary work areas. This is done for readability. The three parameters are the decay
Figure E.1: Writing Models A Fortran Example

```fortran
01 Subroutine Model(CurSet, ! The current data set number
02 C NoOfParams, ! The number of nonlinear parameters
03 C NoOfDerived, ! The number of derived parameters
04 C TotalDataValues, ! The number of hyper-complex data values
05 C MaxNoOfDataValues,! The largest number of data values in all sets
06 C NoOfDataCols, ! The current number of data column
07 C NoOfAbscissaCols, ! The current number of abscissa columns
08 C NoOfModelVectors, ! The number of model vectors
09 C Params, ! The input model parameters
10 C Derived, ! The output derived parameters
11 C Abscissa, ! The abscissa values
12 C Signal) ! The output model signal
13 Implicit None
14 Integer, Intent(In):: CurSet
15 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfParams
16 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfDerived
17 Integer, Intent(In):: TotalDataValues
18 Integer, Intent(In):: MaxNoOfDataValues
19 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfDataCols
20 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfAbscissaCols
21 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfModelVectors
22 Real (Kind=8), Intent(In):: Params(NoOfParams)
23 Real (Kind=8), Intent(Out):: Derived(NoOfDerived)
24 Real (Kind=8), Intent(In):: Abscissa(NoOfAbscissaCols,MaxNoOfDataValues)
25 Real (Kind=8), Intent(InOut)::Signal(NoOfDataCols,MaxNoOfDataValues)
26
27 Integer CurEntry
28 Real (Kind=8) DecayRate1,Amp,Const
29
30 DecayRate1 = Params(1)
31 Amp = Params(2)
32 Const = Params(3)
33
34 Do CurEntry = 1, TotalDataValues
35   Signal(1,CurEntry) = Const*Amp*Exp(-DecayRate1*Abscissa(1,CurEntry))
36 EndDo
37
38 Return
39 End
```

Figure E.1: This is an example of a Fortran routine to analyze a single exponential plus a constant without marginalization. The code from line 27 through 37 is what I entered to produce this model. Lines 30 to 32 pull out the three parameters of interest and place them in temporary work areas. This is done for readability. Lines 34 through 36 generate the exponential evaluated at the abscissa values and store the resulting model signal in the output “Signal” vector.
Figure E.2: Writing Models A C Example

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

void model_(int *CurSet,
         int *NoOfParams,
         int *NoOfDerived,
         int *TotalDataValues,
         int *MaxNoOfDataValues,
         int *NoOfDataCols,
         int *NoOfAbscissaCols,
         int *NoOfModelVectors,
         double Params[],
         double Derived[],
         double Abscissa[],
         double Signal[])
{

    int CurEntry;
    double Rate, AmpZero, AmpInfty;

    Rate = Params[0];
    AmpZero = Params[1];
    AmpInfty= Params[2];

    if (Rate == 0.0)
        {Derived[0] = 0.0;}
    else
        {Derived[0] = 1.0 / Rate;}

    for (CurEntry = 0; CurEntry < *TotalDataValues; CurEntry++)
    {
        Signal[CurEntry]=AmpInfty+(AmpZero-AmpInfty)*exp(-Rate*Abscissa[CurEntry]);
    }

    return;
}
```

Figure E.2: This is an example of a CC routine to analyze a single exponential plus a constant without marginalization. However, in this code we have written the model as an inversion recovery model. The code from line 18 through 36 is what I entered to produce this model. Lines 21 to 23 pull out the three parameters of interest and place them in temporary work areas. This is done for readability. Lines 25 through 28 are examples of how one might set a derived parameter, in this case a decay time. Note that care was taken to avoid possible divide by zeros in the event the decay rate constant is allowed to go to zero. Lines 30 through 34 generate the exponential evaluated at the abscissa values and store the resulting model signal in the output “Signal” vector.
rate constant and the two amplitudes. Line 34 is a Fortran loop construct that tells the compiler it is to loop over the code between the “Do’ and the “EndDo”, while doing this the Fortran integer variable ”CurEntry” is varied from 1 to the TotalDataValues in steps of 1. Lines 35 generates the exponential plus the constant at the abscissa value specified by the index “CurEntry”. Finally, as indicated Line 46 terminates the Do loop.

Figure E.2 is CC version of this code. The structure of the code is almost identical to the Fortran. However, note the name of the model is “model_”. When Fortran compiles a subroutine it automatically appends this underscore to a model name and consequently when writing CC modes, the name must be “model_”. Lines 21 through 23 pull the parameters out of the input parameter vector and place them in temporary work areas. Lines 26 through 28 are an example of how one might set a derived parameter, in this case the inverse of the decay rate constant, or the decay time. Note that the code is careful to check that the value of the decay rate is not zero, thus avoiding a possible divide by zero. Lines 30 through 33 generate the exponential signal and place them in the signal vector, just as the Fortran does.

E.2 The Parameter File

Now an interesting question comes up here as to how it is known that parameter 1 is the decay rate constant, and that 2 and 3 are the amplitude and constant? The answer to this is that each model file must be accompanied by a parameter file and that file describes the parameters and their prior probabilities. The order of the parameters in the prior probabilities list defines the order of the parameters in the “Params” vector in the model subroutine. The parameter file associated with this exponential model is shown in Fig. E.3. In general terms the parameter file consists of three parts, the top part defines some structural features of the model, things like how many model vectors, data columns, abscissa columns and number of priors. Normally, these parameters are not used by the model subroutine, but they are used by the package to determine what parameters must be passed to the subroutine. The middle part of the parameter file contains the prior probabilities for each parameter, including prior probabilities for amplitudes that are marginalized. Finally the bottom part of this file contains a list of the derived parameter names. In this example this list has no entries because there are no derived parameters. Here is a brief description of what each line in parameter file does:

**Number of Abscissa** tell the packages how many abscissa columns this model uses. Something as simple as this single exponential plus a constant only uses a single abscissa. However, routines like the diffusion tensor analysis with a “B” matrix take 6 abscissa. As a reminder, when more than one data column or abscissa are present the file format for Ascii data files becomes a bit more complicated, see Chapter A for a description of these files.

**Number of model vectors** tell the packages how many amplitudes are being marginalized from the posterior probability. For models like this one, where no amplitudes are marginalized, the number of model vectors is zero.

**Number of data cols** tell the packages how many data columns must be present in the Ascii data file.

**Number of Priors** is the number of input priors on the following lines. In this case 3 priors follow.
Figure E.3: Every model file is accompanied by a parameter file. The parameter file shown here is for the CC model shown in Fig. E.2. Of course, the format of the parameter file is the same for both C and Fortran programs. However, in the exponential decaying signal discussed earlier, the Fortran model did not have any derived parameters while the C version did. The top part of this file contains some configuration parameters. The middle part contains the parameter names and a description of their prior probabilities. These prior probabilities, the three lines starting with “DecayRate” describe the parameter, their ranges and their prior probabilities. The last part is a list of the derived parameters. See the text for a more extensive description of this file.

DecayRate is name of the parameter. The name is used to assign output file names to the probabilities. So if you were to run this model, there would be a file with “DecayRate” in the name and that file would contain the posterior probability for the decay rate parameter. The lines starting with the DecayRate are used to define parameters and their prior probabilities. We are going to call these three lines, the prior definitions and we will use this terminology in describing these prior probabilities. The name of this parameter is “DecayRate” and this name is used in the outputs from the packages. However, to define a prior you have to have more than then name, you need the other fields on this line:

**Low** The first number on the prior definitions is the lowest, the smallest, allowed value of the parameter, in this case the decay rate constant. This Low bound is a hard bound and the Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation restricts the decay rate to be greater than or equal to the low value.

**Mean or Peak** is the second number on the prior definitions and it is used as the mean value in a Gaussian prior probability. It is used as the peak value for a positive prior probability and it is used as the parameter value when the prior type is set to parameter. For all other prior types, this parameter is ignored.

**High** is the third number on the prior definition and is the highest value the decay rate parameter is allowed to take on.

**StdDev** is fourth number on the prior definitions is the standard deviation of a Gaussian prior probability and this field, while present on other priors, is not used unless the prior type is Gaussian.

**Positive(e)** this quantity is the type of prior probability that is to be used and may be set by the user. Valid values for the prior type are: Gaussian, Uniform, Parameter, Exponential
and Positive. These prior types are set using a pull down menu, so you cannot set one incorrectly on the interface. The “(e)” tells the interface that the prior type is editable; while “(ne)” indicates the the prior type cannot be changed.

**NotOrdered(ne)** tells the package that this parameter is not an ordered parameter. Valid values are NotOrdered, LowHigh and HighLow. The “ne” tells the interface that this field is Not Editable, i.e., cannot be changed. As with the Positive entry, the ”(ne)” can also take on “(e)” meaning the ordering relationship can be changed. When Ordering is used, one must order at least two parameters. Ordering less will result in an error.

**NonLinear** is an indicator that tells the packages that this parameter is to be treated as if it appears in the model in a nonlinear way and as a result the parameter must be varied in the Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation. The other valid values in this field are “Parameter” and “Amplitude”. Parameter tells the packages that this is just a single number given by the mean, and that the Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations do not vary this parameter. Amplitude tells the packages that this parameter is an amplitude and is to be marginalized from the posterior probability.

Note that the second and third prior are clearly amplitude even though they have been declared as NonLinear parameters. When the prior type is declared as “NonLinear” the parameter is simulated in the Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation. However, when a parameter is declared as “Amplitude” the amplitude is marginalized from the posterior probability. Marginal probability density functions are often more sharply peaked then nonmarginal distributions, but when the marginalization was done the amplitudes were integrated from minus to plus infinity, thus the marginal probability can effectively constrain an amplitude to either negative or positive values and for some model this is not appropriate. Consequently, we allow the user to specify the amplitudes when needed.

The Fortran code shown in Fig. E.1 is a Fortran subroutine using a fixed format. The code consists of an interface, Lines 01 through 25, some user parameter declarations, Lines 27 and 28, and the code to generate the exponential decay, Lines 30 through 36. We are going to describe each of these three items separately starting with defining the interface.

### E.3 The Subroutine Interface

In Fortran the interface to a subroutine is often pretty simple, consisting of little more than a list of interface parameters and their definitions. In Fig. E.1 Lines 01 through 12 are the interface. They tell Fortran that this subroutine receives 12 arguments. Here is a description of these arguments and what they are used for:

**CurSet** is a 4 byte signed integer and contains the number of the current data set. The data set number is passed for the simple reason that the model could be data set dependent. If the model is data set dependent, it is up to the user to generate the appropriate signal function for the current data set.

**NoOfParams** is a 4 byte signed integer indicating the number of nonlinear priors specified in the “.params” file. Note that in general this is not the same thing as the number of prior in the .params file. However, for nonmarginalization models, as this one is, the number of parameters is the same as the number of priors. If this number is 5, then there will be 5 values in the Params vector that are used as the NonLinear parameters in the model.
**NoOfDerived** is a 4 byte signed integer containing the number of derived parameters in the model. Note that Derived is specified as an output parameter and dimensioned by NoOfDerived. Because of this dimension, when the model is called, if the number of derived is zero, a one is passed to this routine. This is done simply to avoid run time errors on some system. When a model does not generate any derived parameters, the Derived vector should not be touched or manipulated in any way.

**TotalDataValues** is a 4 byte signed integer containing the number of hyper-complex data values in CurSet. Note that this number is data set dependent and different data sets can have differing number of data values and abscissa values.

**MaxNoOfDataValues** is a 4 byte signed integer containing the maximum number of data values in all data sets. This number is used to dimension the Abscissa and the Signal parameters.

**NoOfDataCols** is the number of data columns in this data set. Usually this is just one. However, for complex data this would be 2 and for more complicated types of data, this could be any number.

**NoOfAbscissaCols** is a 4 byte signed integer similar to the NoOfDataCols except this is the number of abscissa columns. Again this is usually one, but things like diffusion tensors can have 3 or 6 or more depending on the type of data.

**NoOfModelVectors** is a 4 byte signed integer containing the number of declared amplitude parameters in the .params file. For nonmarginalized models, as this one is, the number of model vectors is zero.

**Params** is a real vector containing NoOfParams parameters. Specifically, if the parameter file contains 5 NonLinear parameters, then Params is a vector of 5 parameters, one for each parameter in the parameter file. Note that this comment is true of the packages that use Ascii models, but not necessarily true of all packages that read Ascii files. Note that the code declares this parameter as input, so you must not change the values in this vector. Having said that, you can change this parameter from “Intent(In)” to “Intent(InOut)” and then you can change these parameters. An example of when you might want to do that is when the input parameters are not ordered and the processing requires them to be ordered, so they are sorted in place.

**Derived** is a real output vector of containing space for NoOfDerived parameters. Inside of this subroutine NoOfDerived is always greater than or equal to one and the work area passed to this subroutine contains at least one entry. The reason for this is simply because Derived is declared as an output vector and as a result some Fortran compilers insist that you set its value, even when there are no derived parameters. Consequently, we pass a work area large enough to hold at least one derived parameter and the subroutine can set this parameter to satisfy the Fortran compilers. Derived parameters are a way of outputting functions of the various parameters. For example in this exponential model, one might be interested in the decay time as well as the decay rate. In that case one could compute something like Derived(1) = 1/Params(1) as a derived parameter and the package will output both Params(1) and Derived(1).

**Abscissa** is a real input vector containing the abscissa for the current data set. Note that the abscissa is a multicolumn vector the length of the current data set. In the model discussed
here, only a single abscissa is present so the abscissa is referenced as “Abscissa(1,CurEntry)” where the 1 means the first abscissa column and “CurEntry” is the current time or abscissa point. However, for something like a B vector there would be three abscissa, lets call them Bx, By and Bz, then these three abscissa would be referred to by Abscissa(1,CurEntry), Abscissa(2,CurEntry) and Abscissa(3,CurEntry) for each of the three abscissa values and which Abscissa value is Bx, By or Bz is something determined by the user.

**Signal** is an 8 byte vector used to output the model signal. This output signal is is a two dimensional vector, the first dimension being the number of data columns, and the second is the maximum number of data values. Please note that the total number of data values and the maximum number of data values are in general different. Consequently, when you generate a signal, you generate a vector containing the number of data values. You do not generate a vector containing the maximum number of data values.

When the packages call a Fortran or C model, they pass the subroutine 12 arguments. Arguments 1 through 11, excluding the derived parameters, are input arguments and are set when the model is executed. And as a general rule, it is unwise to change these values. However, the derived parameters, argument 10, and the signal vector, argument 12, are outputs that must be set by the model subroutine. Note that the signal vector may have multiple columns and if the signal vector is 5 columns, then you must compute all 5 signals for all abscissa vectors.

### E.4 The Subroutine Declarations

Fortran lines 27 and 28 and C lines 18 and 19 are declarations. In Fortran and C, these declarations tell the compiler if a variable is a real, complex or integer number. And how many bytes of storage a variable is to occupy. The various parameters that are passed to the model subroutines are either 4 byte integers are 8 byte real numbers. For those unfamiliar with this terminology a real number is a number in scientific notation.

In Fortran model codes I have written, I use a feature of Fortran called *Implicit None*. This feature tells Fortran not to assume the type of data based on its naming convention and causes Fortran to look for a declarations of the variable type. In C all variables must be declared so issues of default variable types do not occur. You can see in Fig. E.2 that the declarations are specified at the time the parameters are declared on the argument list. However, in Fortran these declarations are separate and you must declare all variables in any Model routine you write you write. In Fortran, there are three types of declarations that might be used: Integer, Real and Complex. It is my understanding that C does not support a complex definition and you must program you complex arithmetic by hand, this is not true in Fortran. All of your Fortran declarations must go after, line 25, but before the start of any executable code. The order of these declarations can sometimes matter, but usually not. The exception is when you define a parameter used in a dimension, then the parameter must be defined first. Figure E.4 contains some examples of the types of Fortran declarations you might need.

Line 01 declares a 4 byte real number named FourByToNumber and this quantity could be used as a variable in the calculations done in the Model subroutine. Line 02 declares an 8 byte real number named FourByToNumber. Line 03 declares an integer called MyLoopVariable. Line 04 declares a second integer called NoOfParams. Line 05 decals that NoOfParams is to be assigned the value 4 and this value is a constant that cannot be changed. Line 06 is an example of a single one
Figure E.4: Writing Models Fortran Declarations

01 Real (Len=4) FourByToNumber
02 Real (Len=8) EightByToNumber
03 Integer MyLoopVariable
04 Integer NoOfParams
05 Parameter (NoOfParams=4)
06 Real (Kind=8) Vector(NoOfParams)
07 Real (Kind=8) Vector2D(2, NoOfParams)
08 Complex(Kind=8) ComplexVector(NoOfParams)

Figure E.4: Line 01 declares a 4 byte real number named FourByToNumber. Line 02 declares an 8 byte real number named EightByToNumber. Line 03 declares an integer called MyLoopVariable. Line 04 declares a second integer called NoOfParams. Line 05 decays that NoOfParams is to be assigned the value 4 and this value is a constant that cannot be changed. Line 06 is an example of a single one dimensional vector of containing NoOfParams. Line 07 is an example of a single two dimensional vector of containing NoOfParams entries, but each entry consists of two 8 eight byte variables. Finally, Line 08 is an example of a complex variable. This variable contains NoOfParams complex numbers and because each complex number consists of a real and imaginary part this complex vector takes exactly as much storage as Vector2D and what’s more the storage arrangement of these vectors is identical.

dimensional vector of containing NoOfParams. Line 07 is an example of a single two dimensional vector of containing NoOfParams entries, but each entry consists of two 8 eight byte variables. Finally, Line 08 is an example of a complex variable. This variable contains NoOfParams complex numbers and because each complex number consists of a real and imaginary part this complex vector takes exactly as much storage as Vector2D and what’s more the storage arrangement of these vectors is identical.

E.5 The Subroutine Body

The body of the Fortran Model subroutine starts after Line 30 through the end of the file. In the C routine the body starts on line 21 and proceeds to the end of the file. The body of the code is where you put the instructions to compute your model signal. Ignoring the integer variables, you receive as you input the parameters, contained in the “Params” vector and the abscissa and you must compute the model signal for each value of the abscissa and place this value in the signal vector. For example in the single exponential plus a constant model, the output signal vector is a single column vector containing an exponential plus a constant.

Additionally, the body of the code must compute the derived parameters and place them in the derived vector. A derived parameter is some function of the input parameters that the user wishes to output. For example, in this model we process the exponential signal using a decay rate constant. However, we could have used a decay time constant. The two formulations are exactly identical, but the probability density functions for a decay rate are not the same as the probability density functions for a decay time. If we had desired to see the probability density function for the decay time, we could have defined a derived parameter, and by adding a single line of code to the above,
“Derived(1) = 1.0/DecayRate1” we could output both probability density functions.

Any valid executable statement can be in the body of the Fortran or CC code including function, subroutine calls and IO statements. However, with I/O extreme care must be exercised to make sure that you do your IO only a single time and save the results in variables having the save attribute because, your model function will be called millions to times by the Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation.

If there are function or subroutine calls in your model subroutine, these routines must be part of the same physical file. For example, suppose the loaded model is named test.f and it calls a routine named “MyModel,” then test.f must consists of the “test” model subroutine and the “MyModel” subroutine. If your model calls multiple subroutines, then these subroutines must also be a part of the same physical source code. Finally, if you use a model which calls multiple subroutines or functions in a model selection calculation, then all subroutine and function names called by all of your models must be unique.

E.6 Model Subroutines With Marginalization

There are two basic types of model, those which do not marginalize out any amplitudes and those that do. Model routines that marginalize amplitudes are different in their functional requirements. Typically, the relationship between the data and the model is given by:

\[ d_k(t_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} A_{jk} G_j(\Omega, t_i) + \sigma_{ki} \]  

(E.3)

where there are multiple data sets, \( k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \), and each data set is modeled as the same functional form but having a unique set of amplitudes for each data set. We usually call the functions, \( G_j(\Omega, t_i) \), model vectors because each \( G_j(\Omega, t_i) \) is an \( N \) dimensional vector in \( t_i \). Finally, we are using \( \Omega \) to stand for the collection of all of the nonlinear parameters in the model.

When generating a subroutine to process this model using marginalization, it is the \( G_j(\Omega, t_i) \) that must be computed, not the sum, because in a marginal probability distribution there are no amplitudes. Rather one computes the \( G_j(\Omega, t_i) \) and uses these quantities in the calculation for the posterior probability, see Chapter ?? for more on how marginal probabilities are computed. To make this more concrete, suppose we have a single exponential plus a constant model:

\[ d(t_i) = M_\infty + (M_0 - M_\infty) \exp\{-\alpha t_i\}. \]  

(E.4)

This equation is not in the form given by Eq. E.3. However, it is simple to rearrange it into this form:

\[ d(t_i) = M_0 \exp\{-\alpha t_i\} + M_\infty (1 - \exp\{-\alpha t_i\}) \]  

(E.5)

and in this form, the two amplitudes are given by \( A_1 = M_0 \) and \( A_2 = M_\infty \) and the two model equations, \( G_1(\Omega, t_i) \) and \( G_2(\Omega, t_i) \) are given by

\[ G_1(\Omega, t_i) = \exp\{-\alpha t_i\} \]  

(E.6)

and

\[ G_2(\Omega, t_i) = 1 - \exp\{-\alpha t_i\}. \]  

(E.7)
Formally, the model now reduces to

\[
    d(t_i) = A_1 G_1(\Omega, t_i) + A_2 G_2(\Omega, t_i)
\]  

(E.8)

and it these model functions, \(G_1(\Omega, t_i)\) and \(G_2(\Omega, t_i)\), that must be programmed into a model subroutine using marginalization. As illustrated in Fig. E.5, the two model functions are programmed into the model subroutine. Because it is the model functions, the \(G_j(\Omega, t_i)\), that must be programmed, the name of the output signal vector has been changed from “Signal” to “Gij”. Note that the dimension of the Gij vector is given by the number of data columns, the maximum number of data values and finally the number of model vectors. This Gij vector must be filled in for each data column, for each data value in the current set and for each model function. Also note that in this model subroutine there is only a single parameter, the decay rate constant; the amplitudes are not present in the parameter vector. Only the parameters that are not marginalized appear in the parameter vector. The order of the parameters in this vector, is the order given in the parameter file. In the parameter file, the amplitude parameters must appear after all other parameters. They cannot appear before any nonlinear parameters. If they do appear out of order, the program that implements the calculation will issue an error on the console and in the mcmc.values report and the stop.

In addition to computing the model vectors, the \(G_j(\Omega, t_i)\), rather than the signal, \(S(t_i)\), there are also changes in the parameter file, see Fig. E.6. In particular the number of model vectors is now set to 2 because there are two \(G_j(\Omega, t_i)\). As noted, the nonlinear parameters, in this case the decay rate constant, must come before the amplitudes and again this is illustrated in Fig. E.6. The amplitude parameters are now designated as “Amplitudes” and, finally, the range on the amplitudes is set to a large number covering both negative an positive values. This range is not actually used by the program that implements the calculation, rather the program requires the prior range for an amplitude to be \((-\infty \leq A_j \leq \infty)\), because that was the range used when the amplitudes were marginalized from the posterior probability. Consequently, if its is important to impose a prior range on an amplitude, you should use a nonmarginalization routine where you can specify the exact prior probabilities. One last note, in Fig. E.6 the prior type and the ordering relationship for the amplitudes are set to “ne”, not editable, because the prior type and the ordering relationships are built into the calculations and cannot be changed by the users. Even if you tried to set these parameters to “editable”, and even if the interface permits you to do this, the programs that implement the calculation will not use that information.
Figure E.5: Writing Models Fortran Example

```fortran
01 Subroutine Model(CurSet, ! The current data set number
02 C NoOfParams, ! The number of nonlinear parameters
03 C NoOfDerived, ! The number of derived parameters
04 C TotalDataValues, ! The number of hyper-complex data values
05 C MaxNoOfDataValues, ! The largest number of data values in all sets
06 C NoOfDataCols, ! The number of data column
07 C NoOfAbscissaCols, ! The number of abscissa columns
08 C NoOfModelVectors, ! The number of model vectors
09 C Params, ! The input parameters
10 C Derived, ! The output derived parameters
11 C Abscissa, ! The abscissa values
12 C Gij) ! The output Gij vector
13 Implicit None
14 Integer, Intent(In):: CurSet
15 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfParams
16 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfDerived
17 Integer, Intent(In):: TotalDataValues
18 Integer, Intent(In):: MaxNoOfDataValues
19 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfDataCols
20 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfAbscissaCols
21 Integer, Intent(In):: NoOfModelVectors
22 Real (Kind=8), Intent(In):: Params(NoOfParams)
23 Real (Kind=8), Intent(Inout):: Derived(NoOfDerived)
24 Real (Kind=8), Intent(In):: Abscissa(NoOfAbscissaCols,MaxNoOfDataValues)
25 Real (Kind=8), Intent(Inout):: Gij(NoOfDataCols,MaxNoOfDataValues,NoOfModelVectors)
26 Integer CurEntry
27 Real (Kind=8) DecayRate1
28
29 DecayRate1 = Params(1)
30
31 Do CurEntry = 1, TotalDataValues
32   Gij(1,CurEntry,1) = Exp(-DecayRate1*Abscissa(1,CurEntry))
33   Gij(1,CurEntry,2) = 1-Exp(-DecayRate1*Abscissa(1,CurEntry))
34 EndDo
35
36 Return
37 End
```

Figure E.5: This is a single exponential plus a constant model when the amplitudes are marginalization from the posterior probability. As explained in the text, the model equation must be written in the form

\[ d_i = A_1 G_1(\Omega, t_i) + A_2 G_2(\Omega, t_i) + \cdots \]

In a marginalized model, the two model functions, \( G_1(\Omega, t_i) \) and \( G_2(\Omega, t_i) \), are programmed into the model.
Figure E.6: Writing Models The Parameter File

1 Number of Abscissa
2 Number of model vectors
1 Number of data cols
3 Number of Priors
DecayRate 0.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+01 1.000E+00 Positive(e) NotOrdered(ne) NonLinear
AmpInit -1.000E+06 0.000E+00 1.000E+06 3.000E+05 Gaussian(ne) NotOrdered(ne) Amplitude
AmpFinal -1.000E+06 0.000E+00 1.000E+06 3.000E+05 Gaussian(ne) NotOrdered(ne) Amplitude
0 Number of Derived parameters

Figure E.6: The parameter file for a model subroutine using marginalization is shown here. The major modification are that the number of model vectors is now 2, one for each of the two model functions shown in Fig. E.5 lines 32 and 33. Additionally, note that the amplitudes very over a large range, and this range in the programs that implements this calculation is taken to be minus to plus infinity. Also note that the prior type and the ordering relationships are not editable. The marginalization is switched on by specifying the parameter type as a Amplitude and Amplitude parameters must be the last entries in the prior list.
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